immediate aftermath, and some “Reflections on the Changing Role of the Party in the Totalitarian Polity”.

OTHER BOOKS


Yugoslavia


This volume contains the proceedings of a symposium held in Amsterdam in January, 1970. In a preface it is granted that “the language in this book may not always correspond with the official standards”; a more serious shortcoming is the complete absence of any apparatus, such as a list of participants. Various papers and contributions to the discussion are, however, interesting. We mention M. Kamušić’s paper on economic efficiency and workers’ self-management and the comment thereon by the Dutch economist J. Tinbergen, and A. Stikker’s comments, made from the vantage point of a big chemical industry in Holland, on E. Blum’s paper on the director and workers’ management in Yugoslavia. R. Supek discusses problems and perspectives of workers’ self-management in Yugoslavia; the comment by a non-Yugoslav is here by P. Naville.

COMMUNICATION

In the forthcoming volume of the International Review of Social History, Parts 1 and 2 will be published as a separate issue wholly devoted to the Paris Commune of 1871. Part 3 will consist of the usual Bibliography, this time comprising about 120 pages.
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